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Welcome to the summary of capital works delivered across    
Charles Sturt University during 2015. We are now well into the 2015 
– 2019 Capital Plan which sees us transition from predominantly
a new build focus (strongly supported by Government Grants
funding) to a more refurbishment and adaptive reuse focus. This
transition presents special challenges for the DFM team and places
more emphasis on analysis and review of existing facilities and
overlaying new Learning and Teaching directions. There have been
some fabulous transformations of old and existing spaces into new
generation learning spaces and we look forward to continuing this
work in coming years. DFM has established a team of specialist
consultants which have been engaged with a longer term vision of
consistency and innovation to help us over the next few years. 
The completed project numbers are slightly down in 2015 
compared to previous years which is predominantly due to the fact 
that large projects such as Stage 1 of the Port Macquarie Campus 
and Bathurst Engineering were not completed until the first quarter 
of 2016. Between them these two projects represent in excess of 
half of the Capital spend for CSU in 2015. 
2016 will see our detailed planning continuing in new areas 
including the AgriSciences Research and Business Park, Sydney 
Consolidation and office accommodation in Canberra. All these 
projects have long lead times and we look forward to presenting the 
outcomes in future years. 
We trust you enjoy this publication and summary of the capital 
works that have been delivered within CSU in 2015. Further detailed 
information for each of these projects is available on request.

Stephen Butt 
Executive Director, 
Division of Facilities Management 
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Albury - Wodonga Campus

Design features

Passive cooling 
During the passive cooling improvement phase a new extraction fan was 
installed to help remove hot air and improve overnight cooling of the 
building. A new misting system for the building will also reinstated and 
configured to operate with less noise and to run, primarily, after hours.   

Acoustic improvements 
Internal building finishes in the main lecture theatre are primarily concrete 
and wood paneling. These hard finishes along with the vinyl flooring 
result in the theatre space being highly reverberant, making it difficult for 
occupants to clearly hear speakers. Interim improvements to reduce these 
issues included the installation of acoustic absorbent panels on the side 
and rear walls. The installation of a mix of fabric and perforated timber 
faced acoustic panels provided improvements for a large range of sound 
frequencies generated in the theatre. The acoustic improvements also 
helped to improve the audio replay quality of recorded lectures.

Sustainability features 
The building cooling utilises a passive cooling system with hot air relief via 
thermal chimneys. The lecture theatre passive cooling is enhanced by a 
waterfall and misting system to cool incoming air.

C D Blake Lecture Theatre 
Acoustics and Cooling Improvements

Scope 
These works improved the functionality of the popular C D Blake 
Lecture Theatre at CSU in Albury/Wodonga. Acoustics inside the 
theatre was significantly upgraded and passive cooling reinstated for 
improved comfort of occupants during the summer months. 

Completion date: July 2015 

Total cost: $218,000

Consultants: 
Velvioir Consulting
WSP Acoustics
Joss Facilities Management 

CSU Project Manager:
Geoff Gibson
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Scope 
These works ensure the structural integrity of the C D Blake Lecture 
Theatre, attached footbridge, pathways and associated services.       
Works carried out included; the removal of saturated embankment fill and 
installing an effective drainage system. The unique design of this building, 
including an earth-covered, arched roof and earth embankments to 
each side, presented some structural issues that were in need of repairs. 
Ground works included correcting surface subsidence, drainage issues, 
footbridge repairs and brickwork cracking.  

Design features 

Subsoil drainage system
A new subsoil drainage system was installed to combat drainage issues. 
Brick retaining walls, footpath and footbridge to the second floor of the 
northern wing of the building were reconstructed. Overall landscaping, 
including path lighting, was also carried out.

Sustainability features 
Improved, and sufficient, ventilation of the building due to improvements 
to the earthed embankments and covered roof. 

C D Blake Lecture Theatre 
Structural Works  

Completion date: February 2015

Total cost: $250,000

Consultants: 
Joss Facilities Management 

CSU Project Manager:
Geoff Gibson

Structural Engineer: 
Belvoir Consulting 
Quantity Surveyor: 
Wilde & Woollard
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Scope 
This project involved the installation of HVAC (cooling only) systems 
in a number of existing rammed earth, passively cooled buildings on 
the Albury-Wodonga campus. The indirect evaporative cooling units 
provide ‘intervention cooling’ during peak summer periods of high 
overnight temperatures. The cooling units were installed on buildings 
760, 761, 763 and the CD Blake Lecture Theatre (Building 751).

Design features 
The intervention cooling systems retain the initial intent of the passive 
system while providing appropriate level of cooling during periods when 
the passive system is unsatisfactory. 

The Building Management System (BMS) controlling the heating and 
cooling were also upgraded, including BMS hardware replacements, 
in conjunction with these intervention cooling works.

Sustainability features 
All works were carried out to ensure the integrity of the unique rammed 
earth buildings on campus. The original passive cooling system was 
retained and continues to provide primary cooling to the buildings. 
The new evaporative units are intended for operation only during 
extended periods of high overnight temperatures.

Cooling Intervention

Completion date: October 2015 

Total cost: $560,000

Consultants 
Mechanical Services: 
Echelon Consultancy
Mechanical Contractor: 
McCaig Airconditioning Pty Ltd 
Quantity Surveyor: 
Wilde & Woollard
 
 

CSU Project Manager:
Geoff Gibson

Albury - Wodonga Campus
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Bathurst Campus

Scope 
Creation of 2 larger teaching spaces in Building 1411 by the 
opening up of 4 x smaller 20-seat rooms. 
The relocation of the Tutorial room and Computer lab functions 
from 1412 – Learning Commons allows refurbishment of the 
Level 3 of the Learning Commons for 24/7 collaborative rooms.

Design features 
The refurbishment of the room allows for a more open teaching 
space to fit furniture, particularly the desks with computer 
resources and give lecturers and students a more comfortable 
and modern learning space.

Sustainability features 
Energy effficent lighting has been installed

Building 1411 
Learning Space Refurbishment 

Completion date: February 2015

Total cost: $299,938

Consultants 
Builder: 
DSL Constructions
 

CSU Project Manager:
Mark Adams
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Scope
Refurbishment of existing building to create temporary office 
accommodation for CSU Engineering staff for the duration of 2015. 
A new precinct for CSU Engineering is being constructed on the Bathurst 
campus and is due for completion in 2016. This refurbishment project also 
makes up the second stage for the provision of additional space for higher 
degree by research students on the Bathurst campus.   

Design features
The refurbishment works include the creation of 21 new work stations 
and three break-out spaces. Additionally, there will be an amenities room, 
two meeting rooms and two unisex bathrooms (with disabled access). 

Sustainability features 
This project includes the following sustainability features: 

• Wool insulation batts to all walls, ceilings and under floor areas to 
   assist with energy saving with heating and cooling of the building 
• Installation of an energy-efficient lighting system 
• Installation of new grid ceiling to assist with energy saving
• Installation of water-saving fittings in bathrooms. 

Building 1300 
Refurbishment 

Completion date: July 2015 

Total cost: $270,000

Gross floor area: 238.28m2

Consultants
Builder: 
DSL Constructions 
Engineers: 
Calare Civil  

CSU Construction Supervisor:
Jim Marks

CSU Project Manager:
Mark Adams

Bathurst Campus
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Scope 
Relocation of Music/Creative Arts Teaching space from Building 
1300 across to Building 1454 is required to allow Building 1300 to 
be made available for HDR Study and temporary Engineering staff 
accommodation.

The existing Mac Lab in 1454 will be de-commissioned and replaced 
with the Music Teaching function and associated store room, also  
included will be the upgrade of building entry paths, foyer and corridor 
areas. 

Design features 
Design includes the creation a new foyer area to include casual space 
with seating for students, painting and carpet, external upgrade to 
include new access pathway and seating. Room 103 upgrade includes 
removal/relocation of the internal walls to allow additional space for 
teaching and to create secure storage facility for musical instruments. 
The installation of Cardax to the doors, adjustments to the existing HVAC 
cassette units to allow for a better air flow. Acoustic lining to walls and 
ceiling spaces to assist with sound proofing the music room teaching 
space. 

Sustainability features 
Modifications/adjustment to the HVAC system to assist with energy 
saving, the installation of insulation to the new walls and ceiling space to 
also assist with reduction of heating and cooling requirements.

Building 1454 
Room 103 

Completion date: March 2015

Total cost: $130,766

Consultants 
Davcon Constructions Pty Ltd
 

CSU Construction Supervisor
Jim Marks
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Goulburn

Scope
This project provides a dedicated, well-equipped quiet study space for all 
students of the police academy at CSU in Goulburn. This space enhances 
recent refurbishments of the student common room. The project is in 
response to student feedback that indicated the need for a dedicated 
space away from common areas for independent, quiet study. 
The space helps meet student needs and improve student retention rates. 

Design features 
This new student space included the installation of glass wall petitions and 
doors, air conditioning, painting to match Learning Commons space and 
all computer and electrical cabling. Some new computers and desk were 
also purchased. 

Sustainability features 
• LED lighting
• Open entrances for airflow and heating/cooling maximisation
• Ergonomic furniture

Library Study Space 

Completion date: August 2015

Total cost: $147,500
(Funded through the Student 
Services and Amenities Fee fund)

Consultants
Australian Carpentry Services 
Hall Electrics
JA Communications 

CSU Project Manager:
 Jo-Anne Rooker
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Scope 
A SSAF submission was received to provide a BBQ Facility to support 
social, sporting and community engagement events for students.     
The refurbishment / upgrade of the existing veranda / deck area 
adjacent to Banjos Bar has created a facility that will be comfortable 
throughout the year and support the social and recreational activities of 
the students and enhance the student campus experience.

Design features 
The existing deck was removed to allow for the installation of                    
new deck including:

• Expansion of the existing deck area by approximately 30%
• Installation of a new steel frame deck and access stairs
• Installation of a new powder coated perimeter hand rail
• Installation of a new roof over the deck
• Installation of PVC roller blinds for all weather protection
• New furniture
• New painting, lighting and gas outlets
• New entry doors from deck area to Banjos Bar

Banjos Deck
Building 1000

Completion date: February 2015

Total cost: $211,191
(Student Services and Amenities Fee Fund) 

Consultants 
Davcon Constructions Pty Ltd

CSU Construction Supervisor
Jim Marks

Orange Campus
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Wagga Wagga Campus

Scope
This project includes the refurbishment of four existing offices and two 
adjoining corridors on level two in Building 13 at Charles Sturt University 
in Wagga Wagga. On completion Division of Library Services staff will be 
consolidate on one level, helping to improve Library Services operations. 
The alteration works also meet the University’s approach to maintaining and 
enhancing existing spaces to help improve staff experiences.  

Design features
The office fit-outs included supplying sufficient power and data points, 
improving access to staff kitchenette and amenities, upgrading furniture 
and fixtures and installing cardex security in each office space, maintaining 
heating and cooling and installing all associated signage. 

Sustainability features
• Wool insulation batts installed to all walls, ceilings and under floors to        
   assist with energy saving by improving heating and cooling in the building
• Installation of an energy-efficient lighting system
• Installation of new grid ceiling to assist with energy saving
• Installation of water-saving fittings in bathrooms

Office Refurbishment 
Building 13

Completion date: October 2015

Total cost: $120,000

CSU Project Manager : 
Garry Crichton
Planning Design: 
Anh Nguyen

Managing Contractor:
Joss Facilities Management 
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Scope
This project refurbished the existing ‘Ngungilanna’ Indigenous 
Student Centre space on the Wagga Wagga campus. The space 
was redesigned for practicality and comfort for students and staff 
who use the facility. The project also works towards the University’s 
approach of maintaining and enhancing existing spaces for 
improved student experiences.  

Design features
The refurbished facility includes: 

• Open office plan to accommodate four staff 
• Individual enclosed office for one staff member
• Reception counter to accommodate two staff 
• Consulting room 
• Meeting room
• Multi-purpose open space for student interaction with learning 
   and collaborative forums 
• Space for seven student computers
• New kitchen 
• Sufficient data and power points
• Heating and cooling
• New furniture, fixtures and equipment 
• Signage

Indigenous Student Centre 
Building 20 

Completion date: November 2015

Total cost: $275,000

Managing Contractor:
Joss Facilities Mangement

CSU Project Manager : 
Garry Crichton
Planning Design: 
Anh Nguyen
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Wagga Wagga Campus

Scope 
Refurbishment of existing office and computer lab space in the 
Jack Cross Centre (Building 15) to accommodate Division of 
Information Technology staff. The renovation consolidates all 
staff in the one building on the Wagga Wagga campus. 

Building 15 underwent a tailored office fit-out to incorporate 
meeting and conference rooms, private and general office spaces,           
staffrooms and breakout spaces. This project works towards 
developing and improving University accommodation that provides 
flexibility for organisational change and growth. Staff moved into the 
newly refurbished building at the end of October 2015. 

The Jack Cross Centre was previously a student computer space. 
These student computer provisions were relocated to a new             
$1.8 million computer hub in February 2015.

Design features 
The design vision for the Jack Cross Centre was to create a     
building/workspace that was open, transparent and sophisticated. 
The building features a central courtyard, that allows for natural light 
into the building. Staff can use the courtyard for informal meetings 
or as a breakout space. Open-plan work bays are mixed with 
glazed office spaces offering an open, but acoustically functional,                    
work environment. Access to shared social spaces also allow for a 
variation of work settings. Other features of the building include CCTV, 
security access control, acoustic treatments, accessible access, 
exterior landscaping, additional carparking and bike store facility. 

Sustainability features 
Energy efficient lighting to be installed and a Building Management 
Information System will monitor mechanical and electrical usage 
in the building. 

Jack Cross Centre
Refurbishment   

Completion date: October 2015

Total cost: $2.5 million

Gross Floor Area:1,731.83m2

CSU Project Manager : 
Garry Crichton

Consultants
Project Manager: Thinc Projects 
Architects: Woods Bagot 
Builder: Zauner Constructions 
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Wagga Wagga Campus

Scope
Refurbishment of current squash courts for improved playability 
and longevity of the facility. Interior upgrades will include new floor 
coverings and grandstand in upper-level viewing/spectator area, 
court surface maintenance, minor renovations in bathrooms, lighting 
and heater upgrades and interior painting. Minor works will be carried 
out to the exterior, including lighting upgrades, construction of a new 
entrance awning, landscaping and signage.

Members of the Wagga Wagga Squash Club will also use the 
refurbished facility. 

Design features 
Improved safety through the inclusion of new lighting, security 
screens fitted on windows and a new dedicated footpath leading to 
court entrance.

Sustainability features
Energy efficient lighting and appliances

Rowlinson Squash Courts 
Refurbishment

Completion date: July 2015

Total cost: $134,711
($50,000 contribution from the Student 
Services and Amenities Fee fund) 

Gross Floor Area: 234.69m2

Managing Contractor:
Joss Facilities Mangement

CSU Construction Supervisor: 
Brendon Post
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Energy Performance Contract
Stage 1 

Scope
CSU’s Energy Performance Contract (EPC) is designed to reduce the 
University’s carbon and energy footprint. Investment in this energy performance 
contract will provide CSU with a return on investment within 7 years.

Practical completion of all works is called the ‘performance guarantee 
commencement date’. The ‘performance guarantee period’ is seven years. 
That is, for seven years, on the anniversary of the performance guarantee 
period commencement date, the EPC contractor must submit to CSU a 
Measurements and Verification (M&V) report which demonstrates if the 
guaranteed energy savings have been achieved. If these savings are not 
achieved, the contractor is required to repay CSU the cost of the savings       
that are lost.

Design features 
• Heating, venting and cooling (HVAC) upgrades
• Building Management System (BMS) control
• Stand alone HVAC control
• Load management
• Interior lighting
• Exterior lighting

Sustainability features
Replacing flurorescent light tubes with higher efficiency unit tubes
Using L.E.D technology on external buildings

Completion date: December 2015

Total cost: $1.32 Million

Managing Contractor:
Conservia

CSU Project Manger:
Chris O’Connor
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Scope
Minor renovation works to the University’s off-site theatre. 
The space had been closed since 2012 for Wagga Wagga City 
Council remediation of an old gasworks site in a nearby street. 
The renovation revitalises the space, which is used by CSU 
acting, design and television production students for public 
performance experience. 

Design features
The renovation includes fresh paint, carpet and lighting upgrades, 
landscaping of the exterior, CSU branding, inclusion of a new bar 
and small kitchenette and cabinetry in the foyer.

Sustainability features 
Energy efficient lighting was fitted throughout the theatre. 

The Playhouse 
Refurbishment

Completion date: April 2015

Total cost: $276,950

Builder:                                                
Joss Facilities Management
Internal Colour Consultant:           
Wildoats Design
   

CSU Project Manager: 
Neal Molineaux

Wagga Wagga Campus
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Riverina Local Land Services and Car Compound
Building 024 Refurbishment

Scope
A refurbishment began in building 024 (Office Accommodation)         
to allow the building to be leased to a third party company, Riverina 
Local Land Services (RLLS).

A secure car compound was constructed adjacent to the building 
in an existing carpark to accommodate the tenants fleet of vehicles, 
trailers and small equipment.

Design features 
The works included repainting and a carpet clean to provide a fresh 
look office space for the new occupants. It also included the addition 
of external landscaping. The car compound was constructed to allow 
the fleet of RLLS company vehicles to be stationed with security 
fencing installed.

Completion date: March 2015

Total cost:  $90,000

Managing Contractor:
Stephen Lawrence Constructions
Internal Design:
Division of Facilities Management

CSU Project Manger:
Neal Molineaux
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Scope
This offfice underwent a much needed full internal refurbishment with most 
individual offices being demolished to make way for new open plan office area.
The open plan office area was designed to provide greater interaction of the 
staff with major projects of the university being planned and managed by DFM 
staff across different campuses.

Design features
The existing layout was adapted to achieve the best outcome of both minimal 
individual offices and open plan office workstations. A glass wall meeting room 
was created to allow natural light into the hallway and to provide a ‘Designer 
Style’ note board with the glass doubling as a white board. New paint was 
also incorporated throughout and a compact kitchenette was installed.               
Acoustic Panels are used between workstations to reduce noise and are also 
beneficial as a pin notice boards for project plans and programs.

Sustainability features 
• Energy efficient fluorescent lighting 
• Timers installed on hot water appliances to reduce energy consumption   
   during the day when not in use.    
• All office furniture were reused from other projects across the University to     
   reduce both cost and land fill waste.

Division of Facilities Management 
Building 484 Refurbishment

Completion date: February 2015

Total cost: $110,000

Builder:                                                
Stephen Lawrence Constructions 
Internal Design:
Division of Facilities Management

CSU Project Manager: 
Neal Molineaux

Wagga Wagga Campus
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Scope 
This project involved upgrading the heating in on-campus student 
accommodation on the Wagga Wagga campus. Floor heating in two 
Murrumbidgee Village student accommodation blocks was replaced 
with individual wall-mounted panel radiator heaters in each student 
bedroom. The change in heating allows individuals to set temperatures 
to their individual needs and will reduce running costs on campus. 

Design features 
Radiator heating uses the same principles as floor heating. 
For this project heated water circulates through wall mounted panel 
heaters installed in individual rooms. Each radiator can be individually 
or thermostatically controlled. This control allows individuals to set, 
and adjust, room temperatures to achieve optimum comfort.  

Sustainability features
Supplying energy efficient heating which results in reduced 
running costs. 

Hydronic Heating Upgrade 
Building 570 & 568 (Stage 1)

Completion date: August 2015

Total cost: $74,086

CSU Project Manager:
Paul Baker

Builder: Joss Construction
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Scope 
This project boasts as a central hub for both staff and students. 
Works began to complete a larger, multifunctional 24-hour computer hub.   
The $1.8 million makeover has transformed and extended the existing study 
space on level one of the Learning Commons building. Teaching space    
inside the hub replaces dated computer labs in the Jack Cross Centre.

Design features
The hub design incorporates functionality that caters to modern-day teaching 
methods. There are four dedicated teaching labs, each with flexible working 
areas – a mix of fixed computers and powered desk space for bring-your-own 
devices, such as laptops or tablets. These rooms will be prioritised for lessons 
and made available outside of timetabled classes as general computer space 
or collaboration areas. Rooms will be bookable and timetabled through      
CSU timetabling.

Students can also make use of additional breakout study areas for solo 
or group study sessions at any time. The computer hub also has a new 
entrance, on the southern side of the building, improving access to and     
from The Hub/Crow Bar and student services at Building 20.

The hub is fitted with CCTV cameras and will be swipe-card accessible.
Existing kitchen facilities on level one of the Learning Commons will        
service the new area.

Computer Hub
Building 13

Completion date: March 2015

Total cost: $2,035,589

Managing Contractor:
THiNC project management
TKD Architects
Zauner Construction

CSU Project Manager : 
Garry Crichton

Wagga Wagga Campus
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Scope 
The Boorooma Staircase and Pathway is an easy access thorough fare 
for mainly residencial students walking to and from the residential side of 
campus (murrumbidgee villages) towards the south side of campus (School 
of Humanities and Social Sciences, School of Communication and Creative 
Industries and campus eatery The Hub). The pathway was constructed from 
feedback by the students who had a much longer distance to walk to classes 
with difficulty crossing over through rugged terrain and bush. 

Design features
Deep excavation into the hill was used to construct the concrete staircase, 
with a retaining wall, hand rails and safety markings on the steps. There is a 
pedestrian crossing along Darnell-Smith Dr. The pathway leads to residences 
and cottages and is fitted with energy efficient lighting. 

Sustainablity features
Energy efficient lighting

Boorooma Staircase and Pathway

Completion date: March 2015

Total cost: $484,089

Managing Contractor:
Michal Slinger & Associates
Matt McDonald Consulting 
Noel Thomson Architecture 

Wagga Wagga Campus

CSU Construction Supervisor: 
Brendon Post
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Minor Works at Charles Sturt University 2015
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Albury-Wodonga Campus
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